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FOR USING LEVERAGE

Government has chosen to fund nationwide pro-
grams, housing being one of the most important, that
were controlled and managed at the local level.

As the Conservative Covernment cuts public sector
spending and its contribution to local government, it
Iorces the establishment of local priorities. ln addi-
tion, the new formulas used to determine Central
Government's share of local housing costs push an
increasingly larger share of operating costs to local
governmenl. which inevitably medns increasing cosls
to council tenants.

The Tory policy strikes particularly hard at tradi-
tional Labour jurisdictions where tenant benefits
historically have been liberal. Local councils must hit
their constituencies with cutbacks in general services
coupled with charging more for services provided. ln
political terms, this exposes local government to
great day-to-day pressures and leaves Central Gov-
ernment one step removed from the heat and able to
defuse the negative local political implications by
tying the policy to the broader context of dealing
with Britain's underlying economic problems.

Maior Elements OI The 1980 Housing Eill
The major points in the "Housing Act 1980" (Chap-
ter 51) relative to the sale ol council houses are as
follows:
1. Every secure tenant of three years standing has the

right to buy his house or, if a flat, a right to a 125-
year lease.

(Previously, individual councils could sell if they
chose. )

2. Councils must sell at a discount from market value
varying from 33 percent for tenants of Iour years
or less to 50 percent for tenants of 20 years
standing.

(Sales cannot be made at less than the original cost
o{ building the house.)

3. All eligible tenants have the right to a council
mortgage accord ing to income.

4. Up to five family members may become joint
mortSaSors.

5. Two-year options to hold a propeny at its original
price are available.

6. Potential speculative profit on resale is captured
by requiring repayment of a decreasing part of the
discount which is 80 percent after one year, reduc-
ing by 20 percent per year to a 20 percent recap-
ture after five years.

7. Handicapped or elderly tenants Iiving in specially
designed housing are exempt from the righr-to-
bry.

8. Central Covernment has the power to enlorce a
tenant's right to buy against a recalcitrant council.

The council housing program in England is large

and comprises in excess of 30 percent ol the to-
tal housing stock while an additional 55 percent of
the stock is owner-occupied, Of the remaining sup-
ply, 14 percent represents the residual private rental
sector and about one percent is cooperatively
owned.r By comparison, 55 percent of America's
housing stock is owner-occupied and 33 percent
is private rental housing. The public stock, in aggre-
gate, is negligible.,

ln essence, Eritain no longer has a private rental
housing market, which is a direct result of decades of
strong rent control and a series of legislation that
Eave tenants an ever-increasing number of rights.
English housing is fundamentally ol two types: either
one owns a home or one rents from the council, that
is, local government. Currently, the private seclor
will not build or invest in rental housing even for the
top of the market. fxisting rental housing is either
converted into "flats for sale" as soon as a tenant
moves or is leased to {oreigners who are unlikely to
take advantage of tenant protection laws.

HousinS finance has become one of the most com-
plicated parts of local 6overnment operations. Three
sources of housing revenue available are; rents paid
by tenants, rates (which are comparable to local
property taxes) and Central Covernment subsidies.

ln order to reduce inflation by cutting spending, the
Thatcher Government has moved aggressively to
limit housing expenditures. lts plan calls for reducing
housing spending as a percentage of all public ex-
penditures from 5.3 percent for 1980 to 1981, to 3.9
percent in 1983 to 1984, in current pounds.

The Covernment has established block grant alloca-
tions to local councils for major programs such as

social services, education, and housing. The councils
can decide how to divide the block grants, but the
grant defines the limit of Central Covernment fund-
ing. lf total expenses exceed a set cash limit, local
rates must cover the difference. This affects local
authorities harder than Government departments.

ln addition, Central Covernment has moved to limit
its current housing subsidy expenses by requiring
councils to raise rents. The Government's position is
that council rents have not kept pace with, but rather
have declined relative to incomes.

The position of the former Labour Covernment was
that rents should rise with average earnings. The
Conservatives want rents to rise no less than average
earnings and maybe closer to the inflation rate. Over
the last 20 years, rents have risen an average of one
percent less than the yearly rise in price levels.

Rents were about 8 percent of national average earn-
ings in 1974 to 1975, but had declined to about 6.4
percent by the start of 1980. Current Bovernment
goals call for rents of about 9 percent of the average
weekly industrial wage of f125, or atrout f11 per
week.

by Maury Seldin, CRE

ln the previous issue of this journal I wrote about
the risk ol betting on inflation (see Spring,/Summer
1981 - "Betting on lnflation"). A decline in the
rate of inflation would produce income streams
lower than expected. The price paid for such
income expectations would also decline. The
double whammy would wipe out the "equity" of
many high ly leveraged rnvestors.

Since most of us don't really expect the inflation
rate to subside in the'80s, we are not ready to give
up on real estate or on leverage. Yet, it is prudent
lo prepare for the unexpected and such
preparation is called strategy.

ln this issue I will discuss the strategy ol using
leverage to capture the gain from increasing
inflation while ar the same time considering the
downside risk.

Downside Price Movemenls
A downside price movemenl of real estate is less
likely to occur than runaway prices. But the low
probability is no consolation to the investor who
has to live with disastrous results.
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One way to avoid potentially disastrous results of a
downside price movement is to plan on it
happening. Prices would drop sharply if the market
switched from erpecting a riring income stream to
expecling a stable or declining in(ome srream.
Declining income may come about with individual
properties, but if it happens in the market as a
whole, many investors who purchased at current
prices would simply have to let their real estate go
to foreclosu re.

A sharp price drop would be a reflection of
changed income potentials and the prices paid for
income potential. The prices paid would drop
sharply because of the combined effect of a lesser
income expectation and an increase in the
capitalization rate. Thus, it would be the worst time
to unload investment real estate.

Over time we could expect a recovery: the income
expectation would rise and capitalization rates
would move back toward their long run trend. The
investor could obtain a reasonable price.

The prudent investor should design staying power
on an individual property by not overfinancing it,
or for a portfolio by providing {or cash flow from
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The right-to-buy issue engendered grassroots politi-
cal support that surprised both Labour and Conserva-
tives. ln many traditional Labour constituencies, the
Tory ownership proposal was too tempting to refuse
and may have been the most important issue that
turned 15 to 20 Parliament seats from Labour to
Conservative which resulted in a shift of possibly 30
to 40 seats. Since the Conservatives have a majority of
40 seats, the importance of the right-to-buy council
housing as a political issue is obvious.

I first proposed to study the implications of this dra-
matic shift in England's housing policy in order to
transfer possibly the British approach to council
housing sales to the various programs of subsidized
housing in the U.S. I found that Britain has central-
ized and coordinated basic housing policy planning
far more than in the U.5. - its housing policy is
linked directly to its general economic policy. In ad-
dition, British housing-related issues are more inte-
grated into basic political party philosophy. The
Conservatives see housing expenses as part of the
total spending package of Central Covernment,
where the nationalgoal is to reduce current expendi-
tures. Labour sees housing costs as part of its social
platform and is less concerned with the costs of
achieving the various ingredients. Easically, Labour
feels everyone should have a decent house at a price
they can afford, and it de-emphasizes the national
budgetary implications of that policy.

The Conservatives feel that housing as a malor ele-
ment of Covernment spending is subject to the
priorities of total Covernment policy which now
seeks to limit its involvemenl in local matters and to
cut central costs. The policy toward sales of council
housing is consistent and reasonable within this
f rame of ref erence. Whether or not it is good policy
when seen in another {rame of reference is open
to question.

General Political Obiectives
Housing policy as political policy became the theme
of my observations and discussions in Britain which
were mostly with elected politicians rather than
bu reaucrats or academ ics.

The political brilliance of the Conservative right-to-
buy council housing position was that it went to the
hean of an important Labour party constituency and
offered the opportunity for home ownership, which
was never available before. Discounts and financing
sweeteners were powerful added incentives. The
constituency was Labour's upwardly mobile middle
class - those with high technology jobs and those in
the new towns - that put self-interest atrove issues
of the larger good, at least in the housing area, and
endorsed access to the program by voting the Con-
servalives in. The Tories could not lose with this
position; it did not cost them votes but brought new
ones from Labou r.

Unlike Labour, the Conservatives understood that an
overwhelming majority of people wish to own their
home. Irom this understanding of personal motiva-
tion flowed the more traditional Conservative phil-
osophy of the benefits inherent in private property
rights and an individual stake in society through the
security and stability of homeownership.

The basic philosophical differences between the two
predomindnt political parties can be oullined simply.
Labour trelieves in a socialist concept of central own-
ership and centralized planning decisions. lt supports
a strong body of social objectives and is willing to
spend money to meet those objectives. The Conser-
vative party is more willing to rely on the private
sector. lt wants decisions made at the local level and
funded locally.

ihe Conservative Covernment's policy to bestow on
tenants the right to buy council housing, regardless
of how local authorities feel about the program, is
viewed by the Tories as the ultimate attempt to give
individuals a meaningful choice in how they live.
Labour sees the program as the sale of a valuable
public asset forced upon all local authorities regard-
less oI their view of the program. Conservativei feel
their program is no more dogmatic toward local
authorities than was Labour's dramatic restructuring
of the public secondary education system three
decades earlier.

some investments in the portfolio to meet the
negative cash flow requirements of other
investments. Substantial liquid resources are
advisable in the portfolio approach because in
difficult times the cash flow producing investment
may produce less cash than was anticipated.

Leverage As Parl Of Defensive Iactics
A focal point for defensive tactics is the strategic
use of leverage.

If one has an aggressive strategy, that is, fairly high
risk in order to get high reward, then all of the
cash flow may be sacrificed in order to capture the
appreciation with as little cash as is practicable. The
extent to which cash flow has to be given up is first
limited by the amount a lender or seller will
finance and then by the extent to which the annual
constant exceeds the overall capitalization rate.

The annual constant is the ratio of annual mortgage
payments to original balance of the mortgage. The
overall cap rate is the ratio of debt-free cash flow
to acquisition price. To the extent that the annual
constant exceeds the overall cap rate, additional
borrowing d isproportionately reduces the cash
flow. With interest rates rising more rapidly than
capitalization rates, investors find that the mortgage
repayment requirements sop up cash flow so fast
that loan-to-value ratios are being reduced.

Some investors such as pension funds and wealthy
individuals who wish to protect their assets buy for
all cash and thus do not have much risk of negative
cash flow. More and more investors either will be
buying for all cash or will go about half way by
paying cash for the seller's equity and taking over
low interest rate assumable loans

The big benefit is to control the property with little
cash in order to capture the appreciation with a
small investment. The cosl of borrowing money ir
deductible and 60 percent of the long rerm capital
gain is excluded from taxable income. Thus, it
doesn't take much appreciation to compensate for
high interest rates - at least not numerically.

lf the property doesn't appreciate and the debt-
free cash flow was not at least equal to the
interest cost, then the only benefit will be the tax
shelter. Even the tax shelter can become
insufficient to produce any profit if the price at
which the investor gets out is substantially below
the acq uisition cost.

What makes sense is to plan on a sales price and
date with which the investor can live. The sales
price does not have to be the target or most Iikely
sales price; it needs to be only large enough to
protect the capital and perhaps a nominal return.

Most projected sales prices are extrapolations of
the past and are as use{ul as projecting the Dow-
Jones lndustrial averages by extrapolation. They

work except for the turning points, and it is the
tu rning points which count.

ProieclinB Sales Prices for A Defense

ln developing a safe strategy for the '80s, the
projected sales price should be based on current
income adjusted only for relative price changes
because the location gets better, and on long run
capitalization rates. Such projected prices are lower
than acquisition costs. The only way the number
will work is for the projected sales date to be {ar in
the future - so far that one could live with the
income stream of the property. Living with the
income stream is not just a matter of rate of return
but also of liqu id ity.

For aggressive investors prepared to risk all of the
down payment to capture substantial equity gains.
the approach recommended is to hedge with
extreme rather than average leverage.

A 10 percent down payment will capture the gain.
The equity will get wiped out fast on the downside.
A little more equity will not help much and a lot
more will keep the investor there. An investor with
30 percent equity is in both rhe best and worst
positions: the best position because he can
probably get enough income to carry the property
through difficult times yet give up all cash flow
during the most troublesome period; the worst
position because he is taking all the downside risk.
He would do better to buy with 10 percent down
(and the price may be inflated for the terms) and
hedge his bet by putting 50 percent down on a
comparably priced property. lf inflation runs wild,
he has two winners, one bigger than the other. He
could have made more by using greater leverage
on the second, but the foregone profit is a modest
price to pay for the security of being able to
handle a significant downturn where the 10 percent
down property is gone. It is presumed that the
property was bought with a sole security clause so
that the investor escaped personal Iiability. The
second property produces a positive cash flow
th rough thick and thin.

The plan on the upside called for the high cash
flow on the second property to offset the negative
cash flow of the first property. ln a substantial
downturn, the first property is let go, and the
second still produces positive cash flow. Although
the dollar amount of the cash flow has lessened
with hard times, there is not the other property
to carry.

The internal rate o{ return (lRR) could be
calculated on each of the two properties under
various assumptions. The objective is not to
maximize but rather to optimize. Under the most
likely scenario, the IRR would be above a minimum
level. This threshold strategy permits one to plan
on adversity and pay for protection.

lmplications For Local Government
At the heart of the Conservative Covernment's policy
is a definition of the limits as well as the budget of
government. lnherent in that philosophy is the de-
cision that choices among programs musl be made
and pr ior ities established.

As pan of their basic strategy to limit government
spending, the Tories are moving toward a block grant
approach where local government will get a finite
Central Government appropriation, that is, "cash
limit," to spend, but the choice on how to allocate
the money will be made locally. The net result will be
Covernment's move toward its major objective o{
reduced spending while forcing hard program
choices at the local level. Within traditional Torv con-
stituencies, less government spending is popular;
within traditional Labour consliluencies, government
spending and involvement are essential to basic pro-
grams. Labour councils must negotiate and com-
promise with these local constituencies. Less central
money will buy fewer local programs and it is the
local Labour councils who will feel the heat from
their constituencies. Central Government will be
shielded from the fireworks. The political effect on
local Labour councils no longer able to fund tradi-
tional programs can only be guessed.

Under the British system, Central Covernmenl has
broad revenue raising powers while boroughs and
councils have limited resources. ln the past, Central
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Optimization And factors Allecling IRR

A number of mathematical relationships occur
because of the amortization of acquisition and
selling costs and the tax structure which augurs for
longer holding periods. These are in conflict with
the short run gains from rapidly rising prices when
one can shift from property to property. Such shifts
are not easy and the benefits of time may be too
valuable to give up.

The first benefit is amortization of acquisition and
selling costs. Acquisition costs vary by jurisdiction
and how the investor calculates the cost, with one
or two percent being a bare minimum. lf the
investor's time is worth anything, then the total
may be three to f ive percent or more. We will
assume the acquisition cost is three to four percent.

Depending on commission, the selling cost is
usually much more. The total of acquisition and
selling costs could easily be '10 percent. lf the total
were 10 percent and the investment period were
two years, the result is that about five percent of
the average price would be deducted from the
total gain when calculating the average annual
return. lf the holding period were five years,
that number reduces to two percent. At 10 years, it
is one percent. Short holding periods are
expensive, and the average costs decline sharply
with time but become of minimal importance after
five years or more.

A less obvious benefit relaled lo time is income
taxes. For a given projected rate of increase in
income and sale price, the IRR increases over time
if other factors are equal. That means that unless
the rate of appreciation accelerates, the IRR
increases with the holding period.

This occurs because IRR is calculaled on an after-
tax basis. lf a property is sold at a gain, some
taxes are paid even if at a long term capital gains
rate. Reinvested, the money will earn anew but
there will be less money on which to earn more
profits. The longer holding period uses the would-
be-tax money to earn more money.

lnvestors have known this intuitively and have met
the situation by trading, which transfers the tax
basis and postpones the gain. Although trading
is a good way to Bo, it usually requires a third
party to purchase the traded property and some
new financing. Unfortunately, long term debt
financing at fixed rates may become an
anachronism for the '80s.

Lenders have learned the hard way aboul the
interest rate risk. They are setting the due dates so
short that investors have cause lo worry. lt's true
that there may be rollover provisions or a variable
rate so that the balance does not have to be paid in
a lump sum. But what may have to be paid in each
successive period is a rising inlerest rate.

Rising rents are expected to offset rising interest
rates. Rents either change because of the change in
the price level or the change in the real market for
property services. Overfinanced properties facing
excessive competition or located in declining parts
of town are bad bets since they will not necessarily
be able to support the risinB cost ol money.

An excellenl handicapper, who can pick properties
tetter than the market in general, can be
aggressive with the financing. He or she can also
get in and out frequently and afford to bear the
transaction and tax costs.

Whether achieved by luck or astute analysis, a
winner is a winner and picking them is not easy.
Sometimes stubbornness not to se/l accounts for a
great windfall. Or the risk-prone buyer who buys
without adequate information may also get a

windfall. One cannot count on these fortuitous
circumstances.

The Best Use Ol Timing

Count on time being on your side. lf you bet on a
metro or subway stop being close to your property,
a resurgence of downtown or shopping centers, a

shortage in moderate priced housing units, or a

development of a particular community, there are
some risky decisions to be made. lt's diflicult to
pick the type of property and location, and even
more difficult to get both the location and timing.

To approach timing so that it's on your side, be a

bit early rather than a little late. Your rate of return
will accelerate with time. lf you want to get the
absolute highest rate of return, then you need to
Bet in just before the upsweep and get out fast.
After the upsweep, time is going to lower your rate
of return. lf you paid too much and too late, any
softening of the market will hurt you.

Leverage is a two-edged sword that magnilies losses
as well as gains. The potential loss should be
considered as a real price for the use of leverage.
An additional consideration is that the benefit of
leverage dissipates over time and its greatest
contribution is in acquisition and the early holding
period. As the loan ages, the amount of borrowed
money reduces although slowly in the early
periods. As equity rises because of appreciation or
inflation, lhe ralio of borrowed money to equity
changes and the high leveraged investment
becomes a low leveraged investment.

Using leverage - sometimes even high leverage -makes sense but everything should not be levered
all the way and at once. Staging leverage by time ;s

an excellent approach. The high leveraged
properties which become low leveraged in time
run into tax shelter problems, and the depreciation
may no longer exceed the amortization so that
taxable income from the property would exceed

THE BRITISH CONSERVATIVE PARTY'S
COUNCIT HOUSING SATES PROGRAM,
A POLITICAI VIEW: IMPLICATIONS
FOR THE U.S.

by Andrew M. Olins

England recently embarked on a course that will
dramatically alter its long established housing policy.
The changes resulted from the Conservative party's
election in 1979 and its having assumed the mandate
to restructure the underlying philosophy of the role
of Central Government. The British experience offers
lessons to the United States because the functions
and responsibilities of our own national government
currently are being questioned and restated in a

similar way.

As the recipient of the Boston 350 Jubilee Fellowship
in Housing awarded by the Boston Branch of the Eng-
lish-Speaking Union, I had the opportunity to study
the political causes and implications o{ these policy
changes. I will attempt to outline what the housing
policy changes might suggest for the U.S.

tor the first time, residents of England's council
housing (comparable to the various subsidized
housing programs in the U.S.) have been given the
right to buy their publicly-owned units, coupled with
pricing and financing incentives designed to encour-
age tenant ownership. This particular issue, however,
is only part of a much larger discussion about the
appropriate role of Britain's Central Covernment.

The "role of Covernment" question is argued daily
between the two maior political parties, and dur-
ing October 1980 was played out energetically at
the national party conventions. lt became clear
that Labour and Conservatiye politicians confront
each other from philosophical extremes. Viewed
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tngli\h-SpeakinEUnion, which reiected the authot as its Boston lubtlee
l5O Scholat.
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lhe ()llice of Hou\it1g, Devebpmenl and Con\lruclion.

from thal perspective, what seemed at first to be
an innovative plan for dealing with housing prob-
lems turned out to be a basic concept to the Tories'
view of Covernment.

The Conservatives are attempting to diminish the
role of Central Government with special emphasis on
monetary and Iiscal policy. Mrs. Thatcher's Govern-
ment is prepared to make choices among pro8rams
in order to reduce its presence in the British econo-
my. The Covernment's general position is not to kill
programs but rather to say to local government that if
il wants ceriain programs it should pay for them from
either general national government allocations or
locally-raised revenues (rates).

In the area of housing, the policy will narrow Cen-
tral Covernment's financial exposure to the oper-
ating costs of council housing. ln addition, the Tory
solution proposes to sell the public stock at attraclive
prices and terms while raising rents signilicantly and
reinforcing the alternative of tenant ownership.
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the cash flow. This so-called tax crossover is usually
a pressure to sell or refinance.

The sale should be on its own rather than tax
merits. Refinancing may not be attractive at hi6h
rates. The lost shelter may be offset with shelter
from new real estate investments. There is a natural
force for staged investment especially with hiSh
leverage.

Developing A Strategy

It is assumed that the investor seeks a profit
through investing in real estate. Once the basic
decision has been made, the investor may be
passive and have others manage the investment, or
he or she may be active and do more than make
the trasic policy. The implementation is included.
The investor may also be a developer who builds
for his own account and with partners. ln any case,
the common thread is an estate building activity.

Rather than being directed at the high flyers, these
comments are meant for major investor,/developers
and institutions with substantial assets to protect.

The currents of the '80s are treacherous and
investors who don't paddle somewhere are in
trouble. Real estate as a vehicle for moving along is

excellent but one must use it properly to achieve

the objectives within the risks one is prepared to
bear. Since there is a substantial downside risk, the
question is how to prepare for it. Aside from
keeping substantial liquid assets, the strategy calls
for diversifying the real estate portfolio not only by
type of property and location but by leverage.

It can be okay to pay the seemingly high rates for
mortgage money and to buy with no cash f low.
Unless one is prepared to put it all on a single spin
of the wheel, plan on adversity by using dilferent
amounts of leverage on different properties. An
effective way of doing this is to stage the buying
period or if one can't wait, then vary the leverage
among simultaneous pu rchases.

Whatever the approach decided on, one should
plan in order to be able to live with the
choices. Luck may be more important than being
smart. But as the pro said in response to a

comment on his sinking a z2-{rc,ol putt: " 'Lucky
putt.'That's true - it was lucky. And the more I

practice, the luck ier l8et."

Look {or the next Seldin On Change article in the
sprin&/Summer 1982 edition of REl.
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